We present a system that automatically discovers important events that have significantly driven people's sentiment changes towards a target using Twitter data (i.e. tweets). This system can also provide the time, importance, and description of events that are associated with people's sentiment changes. In this system, a sentiment classifier is used as the sensor to detect the time points of those changes. It is also used as the filter to effectively eliminate a considerable amount of noisy information and select the most informative tweets to be further analyzed for event descriptions. Discovered events are described from the following aspects, 1) the most important tweets ranked by tweet-based TextRank algorithm, 2) the topics generated by the nonnegative matrix factorization, and 3) the most important keywords generated by word-based TextRank algorithm. Compared with traditional event discovery techniques, the experimental results show that this system can effectively discover important patterns from tweets and unveil 3Ws of an event (i.e. what happens, when it happens, what its effect is), which provides good reference on understanding behavior changes and making strageties. Furthermore, the system was applied to analyze people's sentiment changes towards the two candidates during the 2016 U.S. presidential election. It can also be applied in other scenarios where people's attitude plays an important role like the brand influence marketing and financial investment markets.
INTRODUCTION
In situations from the marketing campaign to the presidential election, crowds sentiment always plays a crucial role in affecting final Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. WI '17, Leipzig, Germany © 2017 ACM. 978-1-4503-4951-2/17/08. . . $15.00 DOI: 10.1145/3106426.3109038 consequences. Therefore, it is beneficial for strategy makers to understand the 3Ws related to people's sentiment changes, namely, what happens, when it happens, and what its effect is. In this regard, public opinions need to be collected for the study of sentiment changes along the time. The traditional way is to conduct surveys, but this approach may not be able to produce comprehensive information beyond the predesigned questionaire on a timely manner. Fortunately, the emergence and prevalence of social sites (Twitter, Facebook, Google+, LinkedIn, etc.) provides public platforms for people to actively exchange information and express opinions, which makes a huge amount of data available for study. Among them, Twitter is an ideal platform for deriving insights on people's sentiment changes over time since it offers a micro-blog service platform for people to post what happens and share their attitudes on a timely manner.
Many researches and applications have been conducted to leverage Twitter data (i.e. tweets) from different perspectives including sentiment analysis, event detection, and event summarization. Among these studies, both supervised machine learning and unsupervised machine learning methods are used. We integrate and extend methods from those individual perspectives into a system that is able to automatically detect people's sentiment changes and effectively discover important events. There are four major components in this system, namely, Tweets Sampling, Sentiment Sensor, Sentiment Filter, and Event Discovery. This system was applied to discover significant sentiment change patterns towards Trump and Clinton during the 2016 U.S. presidential election, as well as important events behind those sentiment changes.
Moreover, based on the experimental results of the system performance evaluation, we have two major findings. One is related to tweets data itself. As known, the performance of machine learning models or systems depends on both the data and algorithms. However, for all machine learning methods, a big challenge with tweets is their messy characteristics because users have diverse backgrounds and different word usage practices. These cause lots of noises in the tweets, making it harder to discover informative information from tweets text than formatted documents, e.g. articles. To eliminate the noise, we propose a novel way by utilizing the sentiment classifier as the filter.
The other finding is related to the technique used for event discovery in political context. In general, when performing event discovery, we have two options.
M1. Treat all tweets as a big document with each tweet as a paragraph and then perform text summarization to generate a gist. M2. Treat all tweets as a document corpus with each tweet as an individual document and then perform topic modeling to generate multiple topics. Which way can provide more precise information? Through the analysis on tweets during the 2016 U.S. presidential election, we find that in most cases the summarization generated by M1 is more meaningful than topics generated by M2.
RELATED WORK
Many researches have been performed to gain insights from tweets in various aspects like sentiment analysis, event detection, and event summarization. Go et al. proposed a novel sentiment classification method trained by tweets using distant supervision, which achieved high accuracy [3] . Weng et al. built an event detection system with the application of wavelet analysis on words frequency, which was used to analyze discussions on Twitter during Singapore General Election 2011 [10] . Chakrabarti et al. formalized the tweets event summarization problem and provided a solution via Hidden Markov Models [1] . Considering tweets as text data, some general text summarization and topic modeling methods can also be applied and extended to tweets analysis. Mihalcea et al. proposed the TextRank algorithm to select top sentences or words based on the order to represent a document [7] . Non-negative matrix factorization (i.e. NMF) has been applied successfully to extract topics from a document corpus and generated results competing with Latent Dirichlet Allocation (i.e. LDA) in recent years [2] .
While these methods are studied individually, some researchers and practitioners combine different techniques together. Wang et al. developed a real-time system of sentiment analysis towards presidential candidates for the 2012 U.S. presidential election and associated the events with public opinions [9] . Their system, however, is mainly focused on the sentiment analysis without events being automatically detected and summarized. Some practitioners performed both sentiment analysis and topic modeling for the 2016 U.S presidential election. Jagtap analyzed 2000 tweets per day for 5 days in total [5] . Kummar worked on tweets from May 2016 to August 2016 [6] . And Stecanella utilized tweets from July 1, 2016 to January 1, 2017 [8] .
In our system, we not only perform sentiment analysis and topic modeling, but also quantify the importance of events based on the sentiment changes they have led to. Moreover, the concept of using the sentiment classifier as the filter is introduced, along with comparisons of event discovery techniques, including tweet-based TextRank algorithm, word-based TextRank algorithm, nonnegative matrix factorization. Last but not least, as a use case, we applied the system to comprehensively study tweets from June 2015 to November 2016 during the 2016 U.S. presidential election and generated insights on people's sentiment change behaviors and events behind those sentiment changes.
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 3.1 Motivation and Architecture Design
With large populations' participation, social media sites have emerged as important platforms for people to post what happens and express opinions. How can we effectively discover a series of events along with their influence from messy and huge amount of information in a long-term process? In order to automatically discover 3Ws related to an event, we developed a sentiment-change-driven event discovery system. The core of the system is that people's sentiment changes are quantified as the importance measurements of the significance of events behind them and then used to detect the This system can be applied to study any particular target like a company, a product, and a person in a wide range of scenarios. The 2016 U.S. presidential election was used as the case study, where the targets were the candidates Trump and Clinton respectively. Figure 2 shows the web interface demo indicating how to use the system to perform the event discovery for Trump. First, we specify parameters Keywords, Start Date, End Date, and Maximum Daily Tweets to Retrieve to collect right tweets. These tweets will be classified by the sentiment classifier with a label either positive, or negative, or neutral. The parameter for the Type of Sentiment Change is also required. When it is specified as positive, positive sentiment changes will be computed to generate a time series plot of daily positive sentiment ratio change. Then we can query the event on a specific day by specifying parameters Query Top-ranked Tweets/Keywords/Topics for Date and Number of Tweets to Display. Then Top-ranked Tweets, Top-ranked Keywords, and Topics will be 
Tweets Collection
In order to collect right tweets in an application, we first formulate the application scenario and then derive query parameters from it.
Taking the 2016 U.S. presidential election as an example, we feel that the answers towards the following questions can help us to gain insights on people's voting decisions. 
Tweets Normalization
The collected tweets are normalized by a general text normalization process, as shown in Figure 3 . We first clean HTML and special characters in tweets, which are followed by case conversion and stopwords removal. Last, tweets are tokenized into a list of words.
Feature Matrix Building
Following the normalization, the system vectorizes each tweet by extracting features from it and transform it to a numeric vector. After vectorization, all tweets form a matrix with each column as a feature, called feature matrix. The feature matrix will be used in the sentiment classification and topic modeling. There are different ways of extracting features and building feature matrix from text data like bag-of-word and tf-idf document-term. The tf-idf document-term matrix is adopted in our system.
Sentiment Classification
One role of the sentiment classifier in this system is to act as a sentiment-detection sensor. With it, each tweet is classified to be positive, negative, or neutral, and then daily sentiment ratio for the target is calculated. The sentiment classification on tweets is done with Sentiment140, a sentiment analysis API developed by Stanford University [4] . More specifically, let's assume the number of positive, negative, and total tweets mentioning the target on a specific day to be n pos , n neд , and n t ot , respectively. The daily positive ratio for the target is then defined as n pos n t ot , while the daily negative ratio for the target is then defined as n neд n t ot . These ratios are time series, namely sentiment time series. Figure 4 shows the daily positive ratio for Trump and Clinton since candidacy, which is from June 16, 2015 to November 08, 2016. Figure 5 shows the daily positive ratio for Trump and Clinton since primaries, which is from June 15, 2016 to November 08, 2016 when Trump and Clinton only campaigned against each other. From Figure 4 and Figure 5 , we find that Trump's daily positive ratio is overall higher than Clinton's during the 2016 U.S. presidential To avoid the underlying influence from other candidates before primaries, we will only focus on studying the sentiment changes towards Trump and Clinton since primaries in the next phases.
Sentiment Change Statistics
In this phase, the daily sentiment ratio change is calculated. Suppose the positive sentiment ratios on the current day and previous day are p 1 and p 2 respectively, and then the positive sentiment ratio change on the current day is
. The negative sentiment ratio change is calculated in the same way. Then ratio changes are sorted and the tweets on days with highest ratio changes will be analyzed.
For the 2016 U.S. presidential election, Figure 6 shows the daily positive ratio change for Trump and Clinton since primaries, which is from June 15, 2016 to November 08, 2016. Table 1 lists the days with top 8 percentile positive ratio increase and top 8 percentile positive ratio decrease for Trump. Table 2 lists the days with top 8 percentile positive ratio increase and top 8 percentile positive ratio decrease for Clinton. In the next phase, we will discover the event associated with these sentiment changes. 
Tweets Rank and Topic Modeling
In order to discover what events are behind sentiment changes, the most straightforward way is to read through all related tweets and figure out what events caused the changes. But the number of tweets is usually huge, leading to high cost of time and labor for manual analyses. To extract the gist of the events from a huge number of tweets more efficiently, we utilize text summarization and topic modeling techniques. When performing text summarization, we treat all tweets as a big document with each tweet as a paragraph. And when performing topic modeling, we treat all tweets as a document corpus with each tweet as an individual document. Table 3 lists three algorithms used in this context. The details of each algorithm in Table 3 can be found below.
TS1: Construct tweets as nodes and tweets similarity as edge weights. Then run PageRank algorithm to get top ranked tweets. TS2: Construct words in tweets as nodes and add edges between two words if they co-occur within the window of size 2.
The initial value on each node is set to be 1, and then run PageRank algorithm. TT1: First build tf-idf document-term matrix on tweets and then apply NMF to generate topics. Besides applying the text mining algorithms on the collected tweets, a problem-dependent module, called External, can be added into the system to facilitate the event discovery. It is used to access to other related information sources beyond tweets through APIs, which may help eliminate the potential bias that may be caused by the collected tweets. For the 2016 U.S. presidential election, based on Table 1 and  Table 2 , we have the following observations: What events were behind sentiment changes listed above? Table 4 shows the events on each date for each candidate, discovered by the top 1 tweet ranked by algorithm TS1 and the external source (i.e. Google news related to a candidate on a specific day). For Trump, his first 100-day plan won the favor for him, while people didn't like his call on Russia to find Clinton's missing emails. For Clinton, more people were driven to be positive towards her on the next day when FBI started to review emails related to her case. However, Clinton's email incident brought more people to be negatitve at the early stage of the incident, as shown by the top 1 tweet related to her on September 02, 2016. Furthermore, based on the outputs of keywords generated by TS2 and topics generated by TT1, as shown in Table 5 , words including "email" and "fbi" are ranked high, which is consistent with the top 1 tweet representing what people were talking about Clinon on September 22, 2016. We further find that the email incident has long-lasting influence. When analyzing important keywords generated by TS2 on all days listed in Table 2 , 
Performance Evaluation
To justify the techniques introduced in the system, we set up two experiments. The data used in both experiments is from tweets collected towards Trump on October 22, 2016.
To validate the performance of sentiment classifier as the filter, we use two sets of tweets as the input of the algorithm TS1 respectively in the Experiment 1, 1) Tweets Set 1: All tweets.
2) Tweets Set 2: Only tweets labeled as "positive". Note that there is significant positive sentiment increase on October 22, 2016, as shown in Table 1 . Top 1 tweet ranked from these two sets of tweets are as follows.
1) Tweets Set 1: "Keefe Undercover Video Reveals Dems Planning to Use Women as Secret Weapon Against Trump Fans. " 2) Tweets Set 2: "In first 100 days as President, Trump says he will start job creation, tax reduction, school choice, secure borders, better healthcare plan. " As shown, when ranking Tweets Set 1, we get misleading result. But when ranking Tweets Set 2, a more reasonable result is obtained, consistent with what has brought up positive sentiment increase for Trump. By using Tweets Set 2, the running time is also reduced considerably, considering the reduced size of tweets input, because Tweets Set 2 is only a portion of Tweets Set 1.
To validate the performance of NMF in this context, we compare the performance of topic modeling with NMF and LDA in the Experiment 2, where both of them are used to generate two topics from Tweets Set 2. As shown in Table 6 , NMF is able to pick "gettysburg" and "speech" which are keywords for the event on that day, while LDA is not able to. We further find that Topic 1 generated by either NMF or LDA is consistent with what happened on October 22, 2016 related to Trump's speech about his first 100-day plan in Gettysburg, PA, which is also also indicated by results of tweet-based TextRank algorithm and word-based TextRank algorithm. Topic 2 does not provide very good interpretable information.
CONCLUSIONS
By using the sentiment classifier as a sensor, we can successfully detect events when they happen and measure their importance based on people's sentiment changes. Also as the filter, the sentiment classifier effectively eliminates the noise from tweets. Tweet-based TextRank algorithm along with NMF and the word-based TextRank can be combined to provide comprehensive overviews of events. We also find that NMF performs better than LDA in terms of important keywords provided in topics in the context of the presidential election. And only one topic generated by topic modeling algorithms is consistent with the results of Tweet-based Text-Rank algorthms, while other topics do not contribtue much to the interpretation of the event. By applying this system to the 2016 U.S. presidential election, we have discovered some events that have driven people's sentiment changes towards the two candidates.
FUTURE WORK
Currently, the system displays the outputs of three algorithms to represent event descriptions, namely, top tweets from Tweet-based Text-Rank algorithm, top keywords from word-based TextRank, and topics generated by nonnegative matrix factorization. In the future, we plan to develop a new topic modeling algorithm that can automatically combine the advantages of all three methods and generate better results than individual methods. For that, we will apply a generic measurement to evaluate different event discovery techniques comprehensively. Moreover, we plan to apply this system to financial markets, such as digging the reasons for sentiment changes on stock investments. Based on the specific application scenario of the system, more statistical analysis will be conducted to help mine the sentiment change patterns. For example, Z score can be used to quantify the statistical significance of a sentiment change, which can serve as a reference for its practical significance.
